
INSTRUCTIONS 
Create a pdf file hw_01-surname-name.pdf (in my case, the file name is hw_01-vistocco-
domenico.pdf) answering the following points, and copying the R expression useful to answer the 
following points 

HOMEWORK #01 
1. Create an object heights with the following values (heights in cm of 20 students): 

 

2. Compute the length of the vector exploiDng the funcDon length and storing it in an 
object nr_units 

3. Compute the sum of the vector heights exploiDng the funcDon sum and store it in an 
object sum_heights 

4. Compute the average height as raDo between the two objects computed at points 3 and 4, 
storing the result in an object avg_home_made 

5. Compute the average height exploiDng the funcDon mean storing the result in an object 
avg_heights 

6. Create an object avg_n_times using the funcDon rep, passing the object 
avg_heights as first argument and the object nr_units as second argument 

7. Compute the difference between the object heights and the object avg_n_times 
prinDng the result on the console (without storing the result) 

8. Compute the difference between the object heights and the object avg_heights 
prinDng on the console the result (without storing it in an object)

9. Discuss how R approaches operaDons on vectors and scalars comparing the results at 
points 7 and 8? 

10. Repeat point 8 storing the result in an object deviations 
11. Compute the sum and the mean of the object deviations. Is it an unexpected result? 

Briefly discuss. 
12. Compute the squared devoDons storing it in an object  squared_deviations
13. Compute the deviance (sum of squared deviaDons) saving the result in an object 

dev_heights 
14. Compute the variance (average of squared deviaDons) storing the results in an object 

var_heights
15. Compute the standard deviaDon (square root of the variance) exploiDng the funcDon sqrt 

for the square root. Store the result in an object std_heights 
16. Compute the sample variance (using n-1 instead than n at the denominator of the average 

of squared deviaDons) storing the result in an object sample_var_heights 
17. Compute the sample standard deviaDon (square root of the sample variance), storing the 

result in an object sample_std_heights 
18. Compute the variance exploiDng the funcDon var, available in base R 
19. Compute the standard deviaDon exploiDng the funcDon sd, available in base R 
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20. Comparing results at points 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 e 19 what are the approach of base R in 
compuDng variance and standard deviaDons? 

21. Compute the raDo between the objects heights and   std_heights storing the 
results in an object heights_reduced_pop

22. Compute the raDo between the objects heights and   sample_std_heights storing 
the results in an object heights_reduced_sample

23. Compute the average and the standard deviaDon of the objects 
heights_reduced_pop and   heights_reduced_sample briefly discussing the 
results

24. Compute the raDo between the objects deviations and   sample_std_heights 
storing the results in an object heights_standardized_sample

25. Compute the raDo between the objects deviations and   std_heights storing the 
results in an object heights_standardized_pop

26. Compute the average and the standard deviaDon of the objects 
heights_standardized_pop and   heights_standardized_sample briefly 
discussing the results

27. Compute the centered data (values - average) exploiDng the funcDon scale available in 
base R. Consult the help for details, typing the command help(scale)

28. Compute the reduced data (values / standard deviaDons) exploiDng the funcDon scale 
available in base R. Consult the help for details, typing the command help(scale)

29. Compute the standardized data ([values - average]/ standard deviaDons) exploiDng the 
funcDon scale available in base R. Consult the help for details, typing the command 
help(scale)

30. Comparing results obtained through the funcDon scale with your “homemade” soluDons: 
what is the approach of base R in linearly transform data? 


